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Formation, in other words, strongly relates 
to the principles of conception, the creative 
process, the birth of—in this case—
something quite sublime. 

Formation is also a 2016 song by Beyoncé. 
She sings, I dream it, I work hard, I grind 
‘til I own it… I imagine all the poets and 
artists participating in this exhibition and its 
accompanying PoetsArtists issue feel those 
words to be a truth, a powerful precept to 
live and work by. 

In preparation of writing this introduction, 
time and again I gaze at the artwork with 

my eager artist’s eye and recite the poetry 
aloud with my hungry reader’s voice, 
always in search for grace in form and in 
word, searching for a deeper truth that 
touches or shakes me. This body of work—
presented as a collection of paintings and 
poems—seduces me with its beauty and 
substance. Allow it to stir you too. 

Poetry is when an emotion has found its 
thought and the thought has found words. 
Robert Frost (1874 –1963)

FORMATIONFORMATIONFORMATIONFORMATIONFORMATIONFORMATIONFORMATIONFORMATION
for·ma·tion
noun
1. the action of forming or process of being formed.
synonyms: emergence, coming into being, genesis, 
development, evolution, shaping, origination.
2. a structure or arrangement of something.



Poetry appeals to our senses through words and phrases which 
can be taken literally or figuratively by means of descriptive as 
well as allegorical language. Like any art form, subjectivity plays a 
large part in which poems touch and move us, their interpretation 
invariably linked to our own experiences, often sparked by a flash 
of recognition and understanding. 

It’s not easy to define poetry, Bob Dylan once said, so who am I 
to attempt it? However, allow me the pleasure to illuminate this 
collection of poems and draw you in. 

These poems are about regret, wistful recollections woven into 
elegies, mournful grievances about love dying and undying love. 
Gestures reminding us of youth and awkward growth and hurt and 
laughter.

These poems are conversations and explanations and 
recognitions, capturing personal histories in a snapshot of 
heightened awareness of those smallest of details and those awe-
inspiring things so much larger than just our tiny selves. 

These poems are about brutal thoughts and violence. About 
searching and finding the right words, beckoning, urging us to 
understand, to know, to please—I beg you—feel. They speak of 
accepting the paradox and tension of hopes and deceptions—
those surprising yet somehow expected dishonesties and 
betrayals. About the beautiful bravery of rising above the mundane 
while immersing ourselves in the ordinary minutiae of daily life. 

These poems are about rape and invasion and injustice and silent 
screams of frustration. About scars and trauma and disease—



physical and emotional. About awakening to and recoiling at society’s 
rules of skin, dress, and acceptable behavior. About being shamed, 
rejected, ignored—fearing the dreaded invisibility that comes with 
longer life. Age, ugly and weak, beautiful and strong. 

These poems are about the joy of feeling heartbroken and miserable 
and the guilty weight of feeling happy even when our world is 
crumbling. These poems are about life… 

These poems—one by one—weave stories that unfold in the mind’s 
eye like theater plays. They should, by rights, be heard. I invite you 
to recite these poems to yourself. Let your voice caress a silent room 
and allow yourself to feel and see and understand.

The human figure is one of the most enduring themes in the visual 
arts. It draws our eyes, firing up our sensory cortex in an evolutionary 
response of reading facial expression and body language. When 
representational artwork retains strong reference to the real world its 
impact is at its highest. 

Formal elements and aesthetic properties—such as color and 
values, line and form, shape and texture, scale and perspective—
play an important role in these paintings. Besides establishing the 
illusion of dimensionality, there’s an emphasis on a narrative that 
attracts and retains the viewer beyond a first glance. There are no 
prescriptive formulas for what makes a figure painting successful—
it is an elusive, intangible property that somehow the best artists 
know how to unite into a powerful expression that makes us stop 
and gaze. This collection of paintings offers exactly that.

Alas, today’s technological world of internet and social media 
relentlessly bombards us with an astonishing amount and variety of 
visuals, so the challenge of the figure painter to create an impactful 
and eye-catching image has increased on many levels—far beyond 
the extent that any pre-digital revolution artist ever faced. 

The breathless pace of current technology normalizes our strongly 
reduced attention span, with dire consequences for contemporary 
realism—the non-instant artwork that takes time, skill, and effort. 
Combining the results of a number of studies on how long viewers 
look at paintings I found that, on average, a viewer looks at a painting 
between two and 32 ½ seconds. According to the Louvre, visitors 
typically look at Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa an average of fifteen 
seconds. Wait… what? 

The true lover of art looks at art for a sensory and emotional 
experience. The art expert focuses on the conceptual nature of an 
artwork as an expression of an idea. And the artist looks for all of the 
above as well as the technical facets of conception. We all seem to 
gravitate towards artwork that drives the entire psyche. Hopefully 
you find yourself among these three categories. Deserving more 
than a quick glance I want—no, urge—you to savor these wonderful 
paintings in a conscious and deliberate manner and really connect 
with them.

While not every artwork will attract us, those that do often generate 
sensations that we should honor and question, not only to enjoy that 
experience but also to know ourselves better. When art captivates 
us there’s an opportunity for awareness on both a tangible and 
metaphysical level. Besides, it can become much more than just a 
private personal encounter; we can share our reactions with others 
creating a social experience by initiating a connection through art. 

The paintings participating in Formation are curated by Didi 
Menendez, publisher of PoetsArtists, and are shown in New York 
City at one of the world’s most prestigious art galleries championing 
contemporary realism. 

Frank Bernarducci, Director and Partner at Bernarducci Meisel 
Gallery explains the premise of this exhibition, saying, “Formation 
is a group survey of young figurative painters. What do they have in 
common? They’re all women. There, I said it.” 

With a glint in his eye he continues, “Formation will be part of our 
First Look program that showcases the work of compelling new 
artists whose work we believe warrants exposure. This will be the 
first time any of these painters have exhibited at our Gallery on 57th 
Street and we are looking forward to hosting the exhibition.”

From inspiring portraits to passionate life studies, each of these 
artist offers their own distinctive style of capturing the human figure. 
Each piece strikes me as a poetic narrative describing tangible 
and intangible aspects of life—some serious, introspective, or 
heartrending, others joyful, contemplative, or seductive. Generous 
are these artists who bravely expose their souls so that our eyes and 
minds may feast upon their toil. I invite you to spend some quality 
time with this superb anthology of poems and paintings.

Written by Lorena Kloosterboer © Antwerp, December 2016

PAINTINGS PAINTINGS



Just ok / Just like that / Just 
like it / Just worry / Just there / 
Just so / Just as / Just because 
/ Just observed / Just disparate 
/ Just a part / Just trying / Just 
the paper / Just more / Just get  
/ Just because / Just like / Just 
the flower then / Or just / Just 
get / Just haven’t / Just come 
back / Just in case / It was just 
that / It’s just / Just once / It’s 
just forgettable / I just want / Just 
after / Just an obituary / And just 
/ Just more / You’re just / Just not

My Obsession with Just Is My Obsession with the Temporal

Sarah Blake



Sarah Blake

Mothers
Once I heard a mother on the subway say to her toddler, If you walk away one more time, I’m going to 
punch you in the leg. The kid kept smiling. 

Today my son is sitting on my lap at school in the morning, and a boy gets close to us, points to my 
son’s belly and names him over and over.

My son slaps him softly across his face. 

No hitting! That’s not ok! He was being nice. We don’t hit. Are you ok? The boy looks the same as 
ever. Dopey, gentle, fine.

I know people are judging me as a mother all the time.

Sarah Blake iS the author of Mr. 
West (WeSleyan univerSity PreSS), 
an unauthorized lyric BiograPhy 
of kanye WeSt. an illuStrated 
WorkBook accomPanieS her firSt 
chaPBook, Named After Death (Banango 
editionS). in 2013, She WaS aWarded 
an nea felloWShiP. She liveS 
outSide of PhiladelPhia With her 
huSBand and Son.
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Erica Elan 
Ciganek

Erica Elan Ciganek portraits depict close-ups of cropped faces, focused on truly seeing the 

individual beyond the veils of societal biases and preconceptions—beyond the identification 

of skin color or socioeconomic status that exist as structures to suppress, devaluate, and 

dehumanize others. Rivulets of water serve a dual symbolism, in that the water represents 

the filter that skews our views that divide us, while also uniting us in our common human 

experience. Ciganek’s work seeks to challenge society’s rampant dehumanization—in 

particular regarding black people—by inviting the viewer to see beyond power structures 

and respond with a deeper, more visceral understanding that celebrates life and embraces the 

pleasures of discovery. 

Ciganek’s portrait, entitled Miriam: Through the Parting, shows a cropped close-up of 

a woman’s face painted in a dark near-monochromatic palette which emphasizes the rich 

highlights of skin and water textures. The rivulets of water add to the beauty of the facial 

features and reshape it into a human topographical landscape. The title refers to Miriam, as 

described in the book of Exodus of the Old Testament, who guided the enslaved to freedom. 

Through this narrative Ciganek examines the potential of woman as a natural leader and 

defender of freedom, submitting that those oppressed gain empathy and wisdom through 

suffering, making them ideal bearers of truth. 





Erica Elan ciganEk | MiriaM Through ThE ParTing| oil on MDF | 49x36 |2015



Lauren Amalia Redding

VERDIGRIS

You bade them enter your house and drink your wine

I think you a Piper, your knuckles Pied

But the notes settle like corners in a Mondrian

From which humid copper will oxidize

Into hedgerow shapes and Byzantine lines,

Lapis synesthesia Botticelli divined

My portrait is above the Ponte Vecchio

And trumpets: et in Arcadia ego

The horn gilded with grains of sand

Sifted lazuli by Gardner’s fluted hands,

And Frick is outbid by blithe anemone

As my malachite eyes sound the timpani

She broke your spell and your tune I smite.

Your theorists are only a stanza behind

As I set down my stylus and the amphitheater heaves

For our fingers were ever the verdigris,

And cellos bellow the smoke of quartz and rye

From your post-contemporary Bonfire of the Vanities.

lauren amalia redding (B. 1987, naPleS, florida) iS an artiSt and Writer 
living and Working in aStoria, QueenS, neW york. She received her B.a. from 
northWeStern univerSity in evanSton, illinoiS and her m.f.a. from the neW york 
academy of art in neW york, neW york. her PoemS have alSo Been PuBliShed By 
the Pen + BruSh in manhattan, and She iS anticiPating a Solo ShoW at menduiña 
Schneider gallery in loS angeleS in 2017. She Primarily createS SilverPoint 
draWingS Paying homage to her mother’S cuBan family.



Maureen Seaton

Sing
Even a small cut can sing all day, Cecilia Llompart

After we talk about the way beauty was stuffed down our throats when we were young,

you tell me you were hospitalized for three weeks. I tell you I was hospitalized for six.

After we smudge the room with sage and poetry, I tell you I starved myself for four years.

You tell me you vomited for two. We recall how we looked: tiny waists, hollow eyes, our

perfect mothers beaming from the doorway. I tell you, while I go to the fridge and lay

cheese slices with jalapeno on a plate for us, that I dance in front of the mirror sometimes.

You tell me you stood on your head this morning, that the world makes sense to you

upside down. I want more blood in my brain too, I tell you, and you demonstrate an easy

pose with both feet on the floor. I tell you I rode a whale once who became a horse, who

became a bird, that I see our mothers surrounded by light somewhere where they can’t

hurt us or be hurt. You tell me our wounds—the wounds of children some say will never

heal—have brought us lives of great healing. We wonder what that means. We often

wonder what the things we say to each other mean, some kind of wisdom, we say, rushing

from our toes to our heads, out our mouths across lifetimes.
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In the history of the world I appear as a dot in a turquoise

Chevrolet, one breast missing, the other smarter than six

months before when it lost its twin. Of the Chevy, historians

offer scant reflection. Of the erstwhile breast, none. The light

that flickers faithfully inside the turquoise dot, as if caught

communicating memory in code—from Morse to semaphore

to dance—is an unsolvable mystery in the history of the

world, as all light has tended to be since the beginning of time,

whenever that was, or, more accurately, whenever that will be.

The History of the World Is a Palindrome

maureen Seaton haS authored numerouS Poetry 
collectionS, Both Solo and collaBorative—moSt 
recently, Fibonacci Batman: New & Selected Poems (carnegie 
mellon univerSity PreSS) and Caprice: Collected, 
Uncollected, and New Collaborations (SiBling rivalry PreSS), 
With deniSe duhamel. her aWardS include the 
ioWa Poetry Prize, the audre lorde aWard, the 
lamBda literary aWard, an nea felloWShiP, and 
the PuShcart Prize. She iS ProfeSSor of creative 
Writing at the univerSity of miami.



Erin Anderson

 PracTicE | oil on coPPEr | 36x30 |2013



Erin Anderson paints the human figure using oil on 

copper sheet. In her body of work, she explores the 

dynamics of interpersonal relationships as well as 

the fundamental connections between humans and 

the environment. The interplay between paint and 

metal substrate allow her to portray different levels 

of reality, revealing dynamic and changing layers that 

can either be perceived directly or sensed instinctively. 

Her figures are anchored in a classical representational 

approach, exquisitely rendered in a detailed yet subtle 

manner.  

Anderson’s painting Practice conceptualizes the idea of 

a method to center, balance, and ground oneself during 

difficult times of transition. The dynamic composition 

suggests movement around a tranquil motionless 

figure seeking equilibrium. The static ellipses suggest 

a rotating movement that will eventually line up in 

perfect symmetry once inner balance is restored. 

The stark contrast between the superb chiaroscuro 

of traditional portraiture and the strongly defined, 

brightly lit ellipses make this a striking piece, perfectly 

juxtaposing contemporary abstraction with an ageless 

time-honored expression.  





Megan Volpert

To the tune of “Streets of Fire” (Springsteen 1978)

When the fight’s died but it doesn’t end the war,

the guise unexpired you can’t

out run what’s in store

So you capsize you hit a plateau

And your demise from the bold balls you rat race

Defeats your strong strides when you have interfaced with 

cheats and liars

I’m wondering why losers clown my back

I’m spying, swirling from all the smack

And in the starkness I fear nobody wins this game

And we need real guys now no dicks in this line

And it’s first prize for a sharp tongue that expires

all these cheats and liars

Combative vow, all these dangers

Peacocks all these dangers       

Road blocks with anger that won’t disgrace

cheats and liars



To the tune of “Jackson Cage” (Springsteen 1980)
Leaning in she has nothing complete
She’s a charmer, survives to compete
with vertigo of spouse, kids there’s no time to play
Just machinery of mother’s day to day
being a mouse with a mind disposed
to sleep and keep things cheap, she’s on her tip toes
She goes online and clicks her balance sheet
The cruelty in sight breaks the hedge from the cheat

All for women’s wage
Just for women’s wage
You can cry about your rights
But they’re too blind to feel the slight
Of numbers fudged by pairing knives
Down to women’s wage

Overextend preconceived notions
Lost rewards and top billing poor
while kettle black gets to settle on not owing
the lard pledge that we’re meddling for
Santa Claus is bust with more delays
And that’s even though they always say
Here’s some pearls you have frowned now belong
Then like hell they will say you must prove you’re too strong to

make women’s wage
just for women’s wage
And don’t be flattered by some small raise
You are smart enough to earn the pay they make
but will you spend your lifetime portrayed downplayed
working for women’s wage

Give me last rites or I’ll scream as a debtor spurred
Til I fake up a stouthearted twirl
for men reeling both conspired and excused
for plunder of my worth trustees will skew
Just hating to be outrun
Never growing if that pay is never won
Stepping stones grandstand under our feet
We beat the drum of plans that yearn to be free of

Women’s wage
All for women’s wage
No helping hands with wedding bands
Surveys all say we earn less than
Run from the danger we face payday
working for women’s wage
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megan volPert greW uP in 
chicago and liveS in atlanta 
With her Wife, mindy.  volPert 
holdS an mfa in creative 
Writing from louiSiana State 
univerSity and haS Been 
teaching high School engliSh 
for the PaSt ten yearS.

She iS currently reSearching 
a Set of homolinguiStic Bruce 
SPringSteen tranSlationS, 
and collaBorating With 
acclaimed Performance artiSt 
craig gingrich-PhilBrook on 
a Project aBout the nature 
of failure. additionally, 
She regularly WriteS for 
PopMatters,  Curve Magazine, ArtsATL 
and Atlanta INtown.

volPert SPent Seven yearS 
aS a nationally comPetitive 
deBater, then Several 
more yearS comPeting in 
Poetry SlamS. her early 
PuBlicationS focuSed on 
language Play rooted in 
SurrealiSm, Before turning 
aWay from line BreakS toWard 
a variety of SomeWhat more 
acceSSiBle hyBrid formS 
inveSted in confeSSionaliSm. 
increaSingly, volPert’S Work 
can Be characterized SimPly 
aS journaliSm or eSSayS.

throughout her Writing 
career, volPert haS Been 
influenced By Second-
generation neW york 
School Poetry and haS 
diSPlayed a Strong intereSt 
in Performance StudieS. 
volPert iS a theory junky Who 
cannot reSiSt rock and roll. 
her Work iS conSiStently 
argumentative. She driveS a 
Scooter.
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Michelle Doll

Michelle Doll’s paintings center on the human figure in 
touchingly intimate poses that speak of those silent, fleeting 
moments of physical interconnection between people. She 
portrays the significance of emotional energy—either present or 
desired—which she captures in a delicate realism infused with 
easy sensuality. Doll examines the profound significance of the 
power of love, our desire for touch, and the fragility of unity. 
Doll’s subjects are real people portrayed from an introspective 
viewpoint. To avoid influencing the viewer with a title, Doll 
catalogues her work with the initials of her models so we may 

experience the artwork from a purely personal perspective. 

Doll’s piece entitled NN1 is a meditation on the positive aspects 
of love, honesty, and connection. Portraying the intimate love and 
sincere tenderness between the couple skillfully and insightfully 
provokes a sense of vulnerability and intimacy usually hidden 
from the rest of the world. Beautifully painted skin surrounded 
by elegant fabric, detailed lace, and gleaming jewelry allow us a 
motionless glimpse of a tender, affectionate gesture between two 
people exuding warmth, comfort, and wellbeing.



Nin Andrews

Ode to Helga
No, I am not one of those men who falls in love with another man’s wife, not even 
your lovely wife, Helga, and all the lovely parts of Helga, and I don’t just mean 
her flame red hair, her perfect breasts, exposed so nicely in that transparent silk 
blouse, or her full legs in black pantyhose, or her buttocks as round as two sugar-
melons side by side, or that little mole at the base of her spine and the other one 
on the inside of her left thigh

or that little gap between her front teeth I see when she opens her mouth, or those 
words that fly off her tongue like birds, and the ones she swallows back and does 
not speak, those tiny words, those ah’s and oh’s, and the pauses and the soft no’s. 
So many no’s

she sighs, pretending to resist, and the I’m so tired’s when she turns her back 
before stretching out like a cat and saying Yes, oh yes! as she clings as if she’s 
drowning as she gasps for air and calls out, Oh God! God! God!! And He answers. 
He answers as only a god can.

nin andreWS’ PoemS have aPPeared 
in many literary journalS and 
anthologieS including Ploughshares, 
Agni, The Paris Review, and four editionS 
of Best American Poetry.  the author 
of 6 chaPBookS and 6 full-length 
Poetry collectionS. her moSt 
recent Book, Why God Is a Woman, Won 
the ohioana aWard in 2016.
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These Wild Geese
after Mary Oliver’s “Wild Geese”

You don’t have to be good, my love,  

(but I sure won’t complain if you are). 

You don’t have to get down on your knees 

or apologize, or blame your ex-wife.

You don’t have to bring those Hallmark cards, roses, 

chocolates,  but an occasional bottle of Chianti

would be nice. You don’t even have to let your

hard animal body love my soft animal body 

more than once a week.  (I have us penciled 

in for Friday, 10:00 PM, my place.

I’ll order pizza, you bring the DVD.)

And you don’t have to tell me about your days, 

your long and tiresome days with your teenage daughter, 

Jessica, who calls but hangs up when you offer advice, 

or your secretary who has a habit of plucking 

out her eyebrows, one by one, as she tells you 

about her inability to lose weight, or your clients 

who want legal advice on bankruptcy law: how best 

to avoid responsibility for their company’s toxic waste, 

and how you still dream of becoming the head 

of your firm or a politician or a CEO, 

and I won’t tell you about my day, how the sun 

slid across the sky. No words came to my mind 

or the blank white page, and how empty I felt then,

how I took a nap on the lavender silk sheets

you gave me for Christmas, or how I walked the dogs 

at dusk, and a flock of geese flew overhead, 

then landed in the tall grass by the creek.

I tried to chase them away, but they rushed

at me, honking and hissing. And I thought, all at once,

how whoever you are,  no matter how accomplished 

or lonesome, the world rushes back at you 

like these wild geese,  then shits all over the place.



Running Around
after “Walking Around” by Neruda

It happens that I am tired of being an orgasm.
It happens that I go out into the shops and cafés of men,
and no one turns to look at me.
No one asks if they can help 
even if I cry out.
This, they say, is what happens to the elderly. 
We are like paper fish in the lake, and we are melting.

The smell of this Midwestern town makes me weep.
The air tastes of copper on my tongue,
the sky is the color  sulfur and sadness—
Oh, how I want to leave! No more snowflakes! 
No more crows cawing from the sycamore trees.

It happens that I am sick of everyone:
the skinny Italian girls with their red-red lips and nails
and tall, sprayed hair, the bearded men in dark suits 
and cologne like a chemical dream,
the devout  old women going to Mass seven days a week, 
promising to pray for me. 

Don’t, I say. Please!  I am beyond belief.
I have given up on God. 
And you, too, my love,

who are forever rushing off into your days,
a cup of Darjeeling tea cooling by the bed,
the silver mirror, empty and shimmering,
your little red dress (too skimpy for work)
swaying on the rocker,
open-armed and weeping,
a single gold button, loose on the floor. 

Though I confess, sometimes when I am moping about, 
I think, why not let her go?
Why not go out
into the world, alone,
just to scare the mayor
with a single bite of his small, pink ear,
or to seduce the librarian
or at least run a comb 
through her thicket of wild, red hair.
Or to sink my teeth into your lover’s
rosy bum and hear him cry out. 

Oh, to be loose in the world again,
to race nude through the city streets in spring
as I did when I was shiny and green. 

Nin Andrews



Amy Gerstler

Hermine’s Life
Aren’t there those among our dead 
whose suffering compels recompense,
whose circumstances demand 
immediate reincarnation? 
Born into a despised ‘race,’ under brutal skies, 
her days and strength were bravely used. 
Her name was Hermine Moos.
In one of the few photos that made it through, 
we see a bright, expressive face, 
a penetrating, ageless gaze. 
Dressmaker, artist, Jew, 
she knew a garment’s many lives. 
But fabric frays, soft tissues decompose, 
leaving hard bones or shells behind. 
Sediment builds on them over time,
and hardens them to rock. 
Nothing she touched or made, 
not her paintings, or the surreal 
creatures she crocheted survives.
No shred or bit of her exists 
for us to see, for me to rub my cheek on it. 

Prayer Made Mostly of Questions
I have not heard any singing since I came here. 
Only whining, nameless and pale. What ails us?
Have everyone’s love muscles plumb worn out? 
From deep in the earth a song rumbles up 
we don’t yet comprehend. Can’t we still pray our way 
out of most anything? Lost your decoder ring? 
Is that the rustle of winged creatures landing
on spriggy branches? Yes? Then we must sing.

amy gerStler iS a Poet and fan of all elegant mongrelS. 
She liveS in loS angeleS, Where She SPendS a lot of time in 
elySian Park, BarS, at dodger Stadium, and in the liBrary. 



  Heidi Elbers
Heidi Elbers paints the human figure in loose, painterly brush 

strokes, always leaving the background white and vaguely nebulous 

in order to avoid distraction and maintain the focus on her subject. 

Her fascination with extravagant costumes started early in life. 

Embellishments related to Mardi Gras and the cultural history of 

the Bayou region—such as furs, sequins, and feathers—are used to 

accentuate physical beauty. Her latest body of work examines the 

balance between beauty and masculinity. Typical male activities—

such as that of hunter, trapper, or soldier—form part of the narrative, 

often playfully juxtaposed against archetypal feminine traits.

Elbers’ painting, entitled Soldier, is a portrait of an army veteran 

turned model, who embodies the perfect equilibrium between 

resilient masculinity and gentle, sensitive qualities. His pose and 

facial expression indicate fatigue and vulnerability despite obvious 

physical vigor, suggesting he is bracing himself for difficulties ahead. 

The iridescent feather stole draped across his shoulders is reminiscent 

of angel wings, representing a protective force, while the decorative 

golden corsage symbolizes the epaulette used as insignia on military 

uniforms, indicating rank and status. Elbers’ loose brushwork 

skillfully captures intricate textures, delicately suggesting details that 

reinforce remarkable realism. 



  Heidi Elbers
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michelle mceWen, Writer of PoemS and Short 
StorieS, haS Been PuBliShed in numerouS online 
and Print journalS (Poets/Artists, Umbrella Journal, Big City 
Lit, The Caribbean Writer, and the Naugatuck River Review) and in 
theSe anthologieS: The Best New Poets 2007 and Woman’s 
Work (Short StorieS). one of her PoemS, “Sucker”, 
WaS nominated for the PuShcart Prize. She WaS alSo 
the Winner of the 2010 echaPBook conteSt for her 
collection of flaSh fiction titled “trouBle”. She 
enjoyS Being a featured Poet at local eventS in her 
home State of connecticut and When She iSn’t BuSy 
Writing, She’S BuSy reading and raiSing her tWo SonS 
zion and juStice.

Daydream Me

She grows things at home— fruit 

and vegetables and afros. 

She knows how to sew like her mama and hold

a conversation without looking 

at the ground. She sounds 

like honey and not 

barbed wire. She is

a photographer who takes 

pictures of her lover swimming 

in the river— he gives her butterflies 

and more babies because 

her tubes aren’t tied and she loves

the fullness of her breasts and belly 

when she’s carrying. She sings 

instead of humming. 

She asks for what she needs

instead of mumbling. 

She knows, now, how to say goodbye 

without running. 

Michelle 
McEwen



If I'd Only Known 

That  just because 
he looked likehe might taste like 

neon light 
didn't mean I had to find out
didn't meanI had to lick  every inch



Grace Cavalieri

Hollow

I fell for a guy who was going to die—

I knew at the moment I met him—

He was dying I tell you before he was born,

drifting to dark out of light, even I couldn’t stop him.

Can you imagine holding candles in the hollow of your hand?

Can you imagine wind blowing candles 

held tight in the palm of your hand?

Do you see I’ve enclosed my heart in my hand,

while I bathed in the light coming out of the dark?

The deeper I got 

the higher he climbed.

The moment I met him I knew

this is a guy who was born to die,

standing alone on a peak surrounded by sky.

The crickets were dying every day by his side.

The wish to be with the green as he fell to the trees—

I did it anyway.

I stood as long as I could

on the peak waiting. I stood as long as I could 

until the crickets stopped singing.

grace cavalieri iS founder and Producer of “the Poet and the Poem “on 
PuBlic radio, noW from the liBrary of congreSS. She celeBrateS 40 yearS 
on-air in 2017. She’S haS 18 BookS and chaPBookS PuBliShed, the lateSt 
iS With Somondoco PreSS, 2016. cavalieri haS had 26 PlayS Produced on 
american StageS. her neWeSt Play iS “anna nicole: Blonde glory.” the Play 
iS inSPired By Anna Nicole: Poems, PuBliShed By goSS183/menendez PreSS. her 
Poetry haS Been featured on garriSon keillor’S “verSe daily” and ted 
kooSer’S “american life in Poetry.” 
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The state of the car
the state of the car in disrepair
the sound I heard in the tire
the tire that was in disrepair
the sound I heard was a swing  to the left
the left swing suddenly a ditch
from smooth sand on the right  
from smooth sand to a rocky rut
I’m talking about swinging from a desert road
to a greenless rocky rut
the sweat in my eyes as I stumbled out
the sun and the flies on my eyes
the heat in my eyes and the flies
gleefully following me
I brush them from my eyes
let me get to that old restaurant
I see in the distance, that one
with slated boards
faded red from the sunrise
faded blue from the sky
I hear all the way from there 
an old record playing our song
in all this barrenness, the only song left
in a restaurant in a desert with the  sun burning
a song that said you love me
in this barren waste
I can list the steps to get there
to the jukebox  in the desert
a miracle 
its battered boards  waving with music.

in praise of oasis



Shana Levenson paints contemporary portraits in a 

classical approach, in a quest to go beyond realism to 

capture the personal truth and genuine essence of the 

subject. She seeks a deeper connection with the people 

she paints, sharing their personal stories and experiences 

with sensitivity and respect. 

Levenson’s portrait, entitled Paul, is part of her series 

Beyond the Illness in which she examines personal stories 

of survival as well as loss surrounding life-threatening 

ailments. This serene and elegant portrait depicts a 

stately man with a calm, compassionate gaze and delicate 

features comes alive in vivid color. Knowing that this 

man is a heterosexual long-term HIV/AIDS survivor 

who lives with a disease that—against all odds—has 

not defeated him in the past three decades, places this 

portrait in a new light. Levenson has brilliantly captured 

Paul, who has come to terms with the uncertainties and 

suffering in life, bravely and unwaveringly staring back at 

us with kind-heartedness and profound wisdom. 

Sibling Bond is part of Portraits of Parenthood, 

Levenson’s series of portraits focused on the oft 

unspoken dichotomies of contemporary parenting. In it 

she captures the strong bond between her children. The 

eldest child, strong and spirited, protectively embraces her 

younger sibling who seems timid and in need of comfort. 

This painting echoes maternal love and documents the 

hope that her children will remain close to each other for 

life. It is a portrait of love and resilience during difficult 

times, superbly capturing universal human gestures and 

expressions of affection.

Shana Levenson
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Paul| oil on DibonD | 24x24 |2015
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Photo by Jeffrey Hunter 

Nadine Robbins

Nadine Robbins uses an academic approach grounded in atelier 

tradition to achieve artwork that honors the historic legacy of 

portraiture depicting today’s world. She paints ordinary people from 

all walks of life with distinct emotional clarity. Robbins captures 

inner beauty in a touching and oft amusing manner that suggests 

intimacy, tenderness, and an understanding of the human experience, 

emphasizing the duality between bravado and vulnerability. 

Robbins’ painting She-Ra explores the secret habits and guilty 

pleasures we all hide from the outside world. The model is Matthew 

Hittinger, whose guilty pleasure is his secret identity—being a poet 

who’s always observing and documenting the world. In this portrait, 

the poet wears a crocheted crown similar to that of his favorite fictional 

character She-Ra, Princess of Power. Just like her, he must chant words 

to transform himself and tune into his artistic powers to be able to 

write. The striking analogous color scheme, rich textural details, and 

masterful brushwork contribute to this captivating piece. 

Epic is a portrait of Robbins’ son at age ten, expertly capturing the 

tender transition between childhood and adolescence. Wyatt poses 

with typical teen bravado, wearing a trilby hat and his favorite clothes. 

The boy’s serious posture—while wielding a World of Warcraft sword 

that reveals his impressionable, youthful inner world—endears him 

to the viewer. Despite the Ray Bans, one senses sensitive youthful 

eyes staring back at us. The juxtaposition of the dark figure, the light 

background, and the value spectrum in the shadows creates an eye-

catching contemporary portrait. At the time, the teen’s in-word was 

‘epic’ which contributed the title. 
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shEra| oil on canvas | 24x24 |2015

sEraFina| oil on linEn | 24x36 |2016



jeSSica Smith, founding editor of Foursquare and 
name magazines and coven PreSS, ServeS aS the 
liBrarian for indian SPringS School, Where 
She curateS the indian SPringS School viSiting 
WriterS SerieS. a native of Birmingham, alaBama, 
She received her B.a. in engliSh and comParative 
literature: language theory, m.a. in comParative 
literature, and m.l.S. from Suny Buffalo, Where 
She ParticiPated in the PoeticS Program. She iS 
the author of numerouS chaPBookS including 
Trauma Mouth (duSie 2015) and The Lover is Absent (aBove/
ground PreSS, forthcoming 2017) and tWo full-
length BookS of Poetry, Organic Furniture Cellar 
(outSide voiceS 2006) and Life-List (chax PreSS 2015).

Jessica Smith



Jessica Smith
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Omalix



ThE hEaDDrEss| oil on linEn | 24x24 |2015

Omalix paints the female figure with an emphasis on a personal 

narrative through which she explores her emotions and experiences—

those which she cannot express in any other way. Her classical, highly 

skilled approach to textures and details reflects her love for realism. 

Despite high detail, she aims for visible brush strokes that retain 

evidence of the presence of her hand. Omalix strongly believes that 

the act of painting always translates into a form of self-portraiture, 

whether she paints herself or a model. 

Omalix’s painting, entitled The Headdress, shows a portrait of a wide-

eyed young woman wearing a crown of flowers, a symbol of fertility 

and womanhood. Her expressive eyes speak of conflicting emotions; 

fear, hope, and longing. It is an introspective and symbolic piece 

about the stage of life between youth and maturity, when all young 

women must make difficult choices that will determine their life 

path. The painstaking details of the flora, and exquisite texture of the 

hair and skin contrast starkly against the ominous dark background, 

giving the figure an angelic luminosity. 



Sylvia Maier
Sylvia Maier paints American narratives in broad, supple brush 

strokes, inspired by Rembrandt’s raw mystery and the passion of 

the Renaissance. Influenced by her biracial heritage she examines 

current cultural differences within familiar social settings in public 

places. Maier approaches each piece by sketching an impromptu 

scene that catches her eye, after which she recreates the tableau 

with models in order to gain deeper artistic insight and work out 

the subject matter. She aims to capture a multicultural figurative 

world, where art, music, ceremony, and tolerance reign.

Maier’s painting The Bread Cutter shows the gestures of an 

archetypal woman hard at work, expressed in a loose and succinct 

approach. Reminiscent of Degas’ Laundresses, its boldness and lack 

of superfluous detail invites the viewer to appreciate the subject’s 

highly recognizable posture, see the strength in her back and the 

delicacy of her touch while cutting bread. The diagonally oriented 

pose invites the viewer’s eye to wander, and the skillful placement 

of vivid colors emphasize the solemn simplicity of the figure.

Maier’s piece, entitled Mothers Milk, is a slice-of-life glimpse 

into a Brooklyn café, vaguely reminiscent of Norman Rockwell’s 

The Runaway. While the women are absorbed in passionate 

discussion, the child is the only one noticing the spilling milk, 

symbolizing the differences in perception and perspective that 

each of us have at any given moment in time. The Maizena 

references Maier’s Afro-Latin food culture; the touch of bright 

yellow counterbalancing the more muted overall palette. 

The subjects in The Card Players are Maier’s friends as observed 

at a local café that serves a multicultural community. This is a 

contemporary form of an Americana-inspired painting—clear, 

strong brush strokes perfectly show the mood of the setting 

without the need for minute detail. Unpretentious gestures, laid 

back facial expressions, and robust, simple shapes are emphasized 

in a muted color scheme, resulting in an intimate moment shared 

with the viewer looking into this late-night café setting and its 

after hour activities.
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brEaD cuTTEr | oil on canvas | 44x72 |2008
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MoThErs Milk | oil on canvas | 48x54 |2008



carD PlayErs 4 | oil on wooD | 72x48 |2009

4 MoThErs - wE shall noT bE MovED | oil on linEn | 75x60 |2016



Jenny Morgan
Jenny Morgan paints the human figure breaking away from classical 

approaches by using striking color schemes and inventive surface 

treatments that give a fresh interpretation to traditional portraiture. 

Her method involves the annihilation of impeccably painted portraits, 

sanding them down to strip away layers in order to symbolically reveal 

physical and spiritual wounds of the flesh. In her work, Morgan seeks 

to examine the complexities of human relationships and to expose 

the psychological multiplicities of the ego. Morgan’s innovative 

color-use, interesting compositions, and partially abstracted content 

superbly come together in a highly-sophisticated body of work. 

Morgan’s painting, Lifted, depicts her close friend Caitlin holding 

twin sons. This piece focuses on motherhood, the emotions 

connecting family and friendships, and the decision modern women 

face regarding procreation. In this piece, the transformative power of 

motherhood is seen in the purposeful, serene look of the woman—

depicted in grisaille, symbolizing the stability and strength of a 

marble sculpture—while protectively and firmly holding the children 

who are full of light, life, and color. Morgan’s emotional involvement 

shines through in the sensitive and alluring expression of the subject 

matter.

liFTED | oil on canvas | 60x48 |2016 | 
courTEsy oF Driscoll babcock gallEriEs, nEw york.



brEak oF Dawn | oil on canvas | 30x24.5 |2016 | 
courTEsy oF Driscoll babcock gallEriEs, nEw york.



Ivy Alvarez
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 squeezing divination

south and out her lover went, what promises left his mouth!
tree-met tryst tomorrow night, soon to marry, soon to be
south with me, o his kiss, his lips sealed the truth

paradise detained, detached, enticed with lies
thumb-pricked by poisoned knife, let blood-beads come

south-bound drips, caught by his mouth, her lips



ivy alvarez’S Second Poetry collection iS diSturBance (Seren, 2013). She iS 
alSo the author of Several Shorter collectionS, including hollyWood 
Starlet (chicago: dancing girl PreSS, 2015) and the everyday engliSh 
dictionary (london: Paekakariki PreSS, 2016).

a reciPient of Writing felloWShiPS from macdoWell colony, haWthornden 
caStle and fundacion valParaiSo, her Work aPPearS in journalS and 
anthologieS in many countrieS and online, With Selected PoemS tranSlated 
into ruSSian, SPaniSh, jaPaneSe and korean. WWW.ivyalvarez.com

THREAD on clothes: divination
if the thread you pull
off my coat travels clockwise
around your finger, each turn
counts as a letter
the coat my riding coat
the thread left by an errant tailor
the finger being yours, my love
then the letter at which you stop
provides the initial for the bridge
at which I am thrown
flung far from my horse
spooked by something unknown to me
without warning tearing past
her glossy neck
the bullet of my head flying
my body following
so quickly my hands offer
no resistance

I do not tell this to startle you
with my mother’s superstition
my grandmother’s
my aunt’s
tell me the direction
of this bridge I must cross
there are no males in my family
apart from me
wearing my father’s riding coat
this is just something
you need to know



Victoria 
Selbach

Victoria Selbach paints the female figure in celebration of the 

vitality and strength of the contemporary goddess—the heroic 

indomitable spirit in all women. Through her art, she seeks to 

examine individual experiences and shared journeys that connect 

us in meaningful ways, and how they influence our interactions 

with the world. Pondering on the complexities that ultimately 

contribute to who we are and how we behave, Selbach searches for 

a deeper truth, seeking enlightenment through the act of painting. 

Selbach’s painting entitled The Slip depicts a casually seated female 

figure from an idiosyncratic elevated perspective. Exploring how 

preconceptions affect a woman’s place in the world, this piece 

shows a woman in a nonchalant pose suggesting an unconcerned 

detachment from superficial scrutiny and opinion. The creamy 

flawless skin contrasts superbly against the opulent textures of fur, 

lace, and velvet, while the fluid lines of her contours invite our eyes 

to roam shamelessly, savoring every detail.
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Sarah Muirhead’s art has its roots in portraiture and medical 

illustration, clearly visible in the way she conveys the physical 

embodiment of the human spirit. Muirhead focuses on characteristics 

such as pleasure and pain, expressing them in a visceral, anatomical, 

and critical manner. At close view, splendid details of patterns, 

pulsating with life, convey close examination of her subject matter, 

with an emphasis on the quality of flesh, skin textures, and muscle 

density. Her impressive body of work not only examines the 

physicality of human anatomy but also provokes questions about self-

expression, identity, and gender. 

The model who inspired Muirhead’s double portrait, entitled Self 
Restraint, is the Shibari artist Kasia. Shibari is an ancient Japanese 
form of artistic rope bondage usually involving suspension, which 
traditionally involves two people—a dominant rigger and a 
submissive subject. However, Kasia is a solo performer using ropes 
to show strength and agility, transforming submissive bondage into 
an expression of power, control, and athleticism. Muirhead captured 
the vulnerability, resilience, and emotion of her subject by beautifully 
contrasting the taut riggings against the rope marks on the supple 
tattooed skin, and honors her essence by suggesting that a tangible 
restriction can become a personal means of expression. 

Sarah Muirhead





lEE PricE | FlowErs | oil on linEn | 65x29 |2015

Lee Price



Lee Price paints the solitary, isolated female figure from an elevated 
downward-looking viewpoint that suggests self-reflection—looking 
at oneself from a psychological perspective. In her work, Price 
examines our relationship with food and how compulsive behavior 
is often expressed in secrecy and solitude in unusual settings, such as 
bathtubs and bedrooms. While her exquisitely detailed work conveys 
an apparent atmosphere of pleasure, the underlying implications 
emphatically touch upon our fears—and sometimes our reality—of 
feeling out-of-control panic, paralyzing guilt and shame, and energy 
wasted on self-destructive behavior. The strength and perceptiveness 
of Price’s work is reinforced by a vivid, contemporary color palette 
and gracefully detailed realism.  

Price’s painting entitled Flowers is a departure from the darker 
premise of compulsive behavior. In response to the poignant feedback 
from viewers who found solace and recognition in her work, Price set 
out to depict genuine and attainable comfort. 

Flowers is about the joy of being surrounded by beauty and harmony, 
about finding a sense of consolation and inner peace through simple, 
positive actions. The peaceful immersion of the solitary figure 
surrounded by luscious flowers exudes wellbeing, serenity, and self-
acceptance. Price expertly captures the gentle splendor of the petals, 
the luxurious balminess of the water, and that peaceful moment of 
pure bliss. 



staying
The sun don't stayLeaves don't stay Today don't stay Summer don't stay Loving don't stayLiving don't stay Perfume don't stay Lipstick don't stay Money don't stayMay don't stay Rainbow don't stay High don't stay He don't stay although he will say that coming back is a kind of staying 

Michelle McEwen
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